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Let X be an M,-space. If every point of X has a closure preserving outer base, then X is an 
M, -space. This is a remarkable improvement on [2, Corollary 2.81. If there is a point of X having 
no closure preserving outer base, then we have an M,-space which is not M,. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54E20 
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1. Introduction 
J. Ceder [3] introduced the Mi-spaces, i = 1,2,3, and proved that M, =$ M2+ M,. 
He asked whether the converse of either implication holds. G. Gruenhage [4] and 
H. Junnila [9] independently proved that M2 = M,. G. Gruenhage [5] proved that 
F,-metrizable M,-spaces are M,. It was announced by K. Tamano that every 
M,-p-space (that is, an M,-space embedded in the countable product of F,- 
metrizable paracompact spaces) has a a-almost locally finite base. Therefore M3-~- 
spaces are hereditarily MI (see [8]). 
Another interesting class of M,-spaces is the class of spaces whose every point 
has a closure preserving outer base. Let us denote this class by 4. Obviously & 
contains every Nagata space (that is, a first countable M,-space, see [3]) and every 
M,-p-space. In this paper, we shall show that every space in Jll is M, and Jtl is 
closed under closed irreducible images and countable products. We do not know 
whether every M,-space is a member of A, but the following statement holds: 
“M, = M3 if and only if every M,-space is a member of A “. 
Throughout the paper all spaces are assumed to be regular T,. The letter N 
denotes the positive integers. For undefined notion see [5]. 
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2. Results 
It is a very interesting problem whether every Nagata space is M,. We should 
take notice of the fact that [2, Corollary 2.81 is not effective to this problem. The 
next theorem can give a positive answer to this problem, so that the theorem is very 
important. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X E JI%. Then every closed subset of X has a closure preserving outer 
base. Therefore X is M,. 
Proof. Let F be a closed set of X. By [4, Theorem l] or [9, Theorem 4.171, X is 
M2. Then it follows from [3, Lemma 7.31 that F has a closure preserving closed 
quasi-outer base 3 = {B, : a E A}. By [9, Theorem 3.14 and 4.81 or [12, Proof of 
Theorem 11, there exists D = U {D, : n E N} such that 
(1) every D, is a discrete closed set; and 
(2) for every (Y E A, B, = Cl (B, n D). 
For each D,, let { W(x): x E D,} be an open discrete family such that x E W(x), For 
each x E 0, let %!& be a closure preserving outer base of x. Let (Y E A. For each 
x E B, n D,, let 
%U:=(UEOU~: UC W(x)n(B,),}, 
(where B, + {(Ba)Jnc~ is a stratification for closed sets of X). Put 
A(cr)={p:/3~(u{OU:: XEB,~D})~-^“, P(x)E%:}; 
B,, = (Int B,) u (U@(x): x E B, n D}), p E A(a); and 
93*={B,, :cx~A, PEA(~)}. 
Obviously %* is an outer base of F. To prove that %* is closure preserving, let 
~#~‘~%*andx~~{ClB:B~~‘}.Put 
A’={~~~A:B,~~S~forsome/I~A(a)};and 
A(cy)‘={p~A(a): B,,E!%}, (YEA’. 
Let H = U{ B,: cx E A’}. Then by (2), x @ H, so there exists n E N such that x g (H),. 
Put 
LetyEB,nD,,,, (Y E A’, m 3 n and /3 E A(a)‘. Then 
P(y) = (B,), = (B,), = (H),. 
Therefore Cl G, c (H),. Put G2 = U a’- G, and 
g={p(z): ZE B,n(U{&: liken}), B,,E%‘}. 
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Then G2 c U 9. By x r~ IJ{Cl B: B E %‘}, for every GE 9, x g Cl G. Then since 9 
is closure preserving, x @ Cl u 9 and so x & Cl G,. Thus x & Cl u 5%‘. 
Corollary 2.2. Every Nagata space is hereditarily MI. 
Corollary 2.3. Every closed image of a Nagata space is hereditarily M,. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.2 and [7, Theorem 2.91. 
J. Nagata [ 1 l] introduced ECP. T. Mizokami [lo] characterized the M,-spaces 
having ECP. The following is an improvement on his result. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be an M,-space. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) X has ECP. 
(2) Every closed set of X has a closure preserving outer base. 
(3) XE.4. 
Proof. Equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from [lo, Theorem 11. Equivalence of 
(2) and (3) follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.5. Al? is closed under closed irreducible images. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and [2, 
Theorem 2.6. _& is closed under open subspaces 
Proof. The proof is easy, and is thus omitted. 
Lemma 3.31. 
and dense subspaces. 
Theorem 2.7. A is closed under countable products. 
Proof. For each n E N, let X, E A. Let X = ]I,, ,,, X,, and x = (x,) E X. For each x,, 
let { Gi( n): i E N} be an open family such that 
G,(n)~ClG2(n)~G2(n)~..., n G,(n)={x,}. 
ii N 
For each x,, let {U,: a E A(n)} be a closure preserving outer base of x,. Put 
Du = 
1 
Us(r) X. . . X Us(n) X n Xi: uo(/cjc Gn(k), a(k)EA(k), lSkcn,nE N . 
,>n I 
Then obviously % is an outer base of x. To prove that % is closure preserving, let 
~#%‘c%andy=(y,)&u{ClW: 
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Put 
W,=l ; and J( u,~,,x-xu,,,,x’n xi~W:nsm] i>* 
w,=l.Jw- w,. 
Then y rZ Cl W,. For each j < m, put 
and 
v= v, x. ..xv,-,x n x,. 
izm 
Then V is a neighborhood of y. Let W = Uaclj X. . * X Uac,,, Xn,,, Xi E Q’, n < m. 
Since y g Cl W, there exists j E N such that 1 sj~ n < m and yj @ Cl Ua(,). Then 
qn iIJacj,=@, SO Vn W=4. Thus ygC1 W, and yEClU%‘. 
If a space X satisfies one of the following conditions, then X E A% (that is, satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 2.4). 
(1) X is an M, -space with ind X = 0. 
(2) X is an Ml-space whose every regular closed subspace is M,. 
(3) X is a Nagata space. 
We do not know whether every M,-space is a member of JII, whether A is closed 
under closed images or whether A is closed under closed subspaces. But we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. The following statements are mutually equivalent. 
(1) M,=M,. 
(2) A is closed under closed (perfect) images. 
(3) Ju is closed under subspaces (closed subspaces). 
(4) Every M,-space is a member of A. 
Proof. (4)=+(2) and (4)*(3) are obvious. To prove that (2)+(l) and (3)+(l), 
let X be an M,-space. Since X is an M,-space, there exists a a-closure preserving 
closed quasi-base 5 = tJ { 9,, : n E N}. We may assume that for each n E N, X E 9,, 
and if 9’ c lJ{si: 1 s i s n}, then n 9’ E sn. Then each point of X has a closure 
preserving quasi-outer base which is a subfamily of 5. To prove this, let x E X and 
{G,: n E N} be an open family such that 
G, 1 Cl G2 3 GZ z.. . , n G, = {X}. 
ntN 
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For each Gk, there exist n(k) E N and Fk E 9,,ckj such that n(k) 3 k and XE 
Int Fk c Fk c Gk. Put 
and 
Then B is the required quasi-outer base. Let Y be an M,-space constructed from 
this 9 as in [6, Theorem]. Then since every point of X has a closure preserving 
quasi-outer base which is a subfamily of 9, so YE A. Then, if Ju is closed under 
perfect images, then X E A, so that X is M,, . and, if At is closed under closed 
subspaces, then X E A, so that X is M,. 
(l)+(4) follows from [3, Proposition 7.71 or [7, Theorem 2.41. 
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